
Award La Saint-Ours
wich will be awarded to a particularly outstanding work from one of traditional sector’s categories. 
It must be exhibited for the first time at the current edition of Sant’Orso Fair of Aosta. The prize will 
be awarded by the regional department of traditional handicrafts. 

Award Amédée Berthod
to the most promising exhibitor who has not yet reached the age of 25 by 31 December of the year 
preceding the event. The list of eligible exhibitors is prepared by the Structure for Territorial Attrac-
tiveness, Internationalization and Traditional Handicrafts. The prize will be awarded on the recom-
mendation of IVAT. 

Award Robert Berton
to the oldest (in age) exhibitor who has not received any awards in the last five years. The prize will 
be awarded by the regional department of traditional handicrafts. 

Award Golden Wedding with the Fair
to the exhibitors who have been participating in the event for at least 50 years, upon indication by 
the interested parties when registering for the fair. The prize is awarded ex officio by the regional 
department of traditional handicrafts.

Award Pierre Vietti
by the Comité des Traditions Valdôtaines, on a specific theme chosen by the Comité. All crafts-
men in the traditional sector, for whom the prize is intended, will receive a specific communication 
agreed upon with the Comité regarding the description of the theme and how to participate. 

Award for preserving the traditional craft techniques in the manufacture of agri-
cultural tools to be revived today
The prize is awarded on the recommendation of the regional department of agriculture

Award Carlo Jans
to the most deserving regional course for learning craftsmanship techniques. The prize is awarded 
on the recommendation of the regional department of traditional craftsmanship.

Award Don Garino  
to the best wooden work on a religious theme. The prize is awarded by the ‘Friend of Don Garino’ 
Association.  
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Award Domenico Orsi
to the sculptor whose work best represents the concept of gift. .  The prize is awarded by the ‘Fon-
dazione comunitaria della Valle d’Aosta’ in memory of the sculptor Domenico Orsi..

Award SAVT Foire de Saint Ours
by the Confederal Secretariat of the SAVT to traditional professional craftsmen who best represent 
the world of work in terms of originality and/or innovation.

Award City of Aosta – Franco Balan
to the exhibitor who has distinguished himself in realizing works characterized not only by tradition, 
but also by research and innovation. The prize is awarded by the Municipality of Aosta.

Award “Enfanthéâtre”
awarded by the Municipality of Aosta, a work chosen by the children spectators of the Valle d’Aosta 
Theatre Festival Enfanthéâtre to be assigned to the winning company of the 2023/2024 review.

Award Fidapa
awarded by the Italian Federation of Women in Arts Professions and Business to the exhibitor with 
the most creative, artistic and most respectful work in the tradition of the Aosta Valley. 


